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Would you like to learn how to master the secret meaning of numbers? Do you know what the

master numbers and double numbers mean? Numerology could be the simplest of all the occult

sciences to learn to master. Have you ever wondered what the divination power of numbers is?

Have you ever looked at math and felt like it's the most powerful language in the world and that

there is undeniable truth there? Is there a way that you could somehow harness that power to find

and understand the truth that you're looking for in the universe? Well then, perhaps it's time for you

to take another look into the mysterious and the unique world of numerology. Through the

understanding of numerology you can gain deep insights into the personality of yourself, your

friends, your associates, and yes, even your lovers. With numerology you can see the dynamics of

relationships; it could help you decide the best time to marry, when you should change jobs,

perhaps even when you should move to a new city. Numerology can also help with your

investments and where to travel. Numerology is all about uncovering what our destiny has in store

for us by using the analysis of numbers. To a scientist, numbers are just symbols of comparative

quantities, but metaphysically they have a deeper, more profound meaning. By understanding the

meaning behind the numbers in your life, you will see the connection between your number patterns

and your level of abundance, health, and general well-being. Overall, delving into the world of

numbers will provide you with a simple and accurate way to decipher your experiences in the same

manner that a road map helps you navigate a route that you haven't previously traveled. This

guidebook will help you to learn how to read and interpret numbers. It is perfect for beginners as

well as intermediates.
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This text is clear,easy to understand with step-by-step guidance .Each topic was covered with clear

directions. A bibliography would be helpful. Thank you for the tools to begin my learning journey.

knowledgeable book,I don't want the subject mathematics during my school days.But when i am

working,at that time i realized how important it is.My friend suggest me to read this book.I found it

great,a useful guide ,it is well written and easy to understand.share the basic knowledge in

astrology,horoscope and sodiac which is important for me for my future.Worth reccommended for

all.

Being a aries I always wanted to learn about the numerology through my date of birth and other

factors.This book gave a clear insight about the basics of numerology,personality number,life path

number,heart's desire according to my numerology and other interesting factors about the

numerology. I would recommend this book if you are a dummy in Numerology.

last time i had a small numerologgy sessions it was quite accurate and i was surprised how its

done..this book is a really comprehensive guide on numerology basics to learn or predict about your

destiny and future. i tried some of the strategies of predicting and it was quite accurate so im going

to try to be more into it.

Numerology Wow!! Amazing book about Numerology and I couldn't believe that I can master the

secret meaning of numbers. This was a great experience reading this book written by Michele

Gilbert. I have got few books from this author and really enjoyed them Great concept!!!

From the title I thought it was going to be a detailed or insight book about numerology. Instead it

was information you could google! Don't waste your money...which is expensive for a less than 100

pages book.

fascinating read. Im new to the topic but its always interesting to read peoples take on different

subject. Well written and easy to read.



This "book" has like 5 pages of actual info about numerology. The rest is ads. I was extremely

disappointed with this purchase. I sent it back.
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